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leaders were asked this question during

leadership suiveys several years ago. Some of the answers were re\ ealing.
■ "By mistakes," said Tom Voehl of Lam Research Corporation.
■ "Basses, intuition, trial and error," said Gayle Hamilton of Pacific Gas ik Electric.

• "Books can give you concepts, bosses are role models, but you learn best
by doing through trial and error,"' said Jan Johnson of Signetics.
■ "Most of my leadership traits are based on my basic value .system of dealing
with people, as ingrained in me in my youth and fine-tuned through experi
ence," said Dan Wible of Unisys.

• "1 learned to lead from experience and from trying to adapt techniques used

by others tliat 1 tiiought were successful," said Do I>anielson of KLA lastruments.
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learning to lead include "trial and error," followed closely by "other people"
and "education" in second and third place. It seems there is just no substitute

for learning by doing through trial and error with the help of other people.
What a coincidence! The Toastmasters program is designed to provide an
endless siring of leadership opportunities where we learn by doing, through
trial and error. And all this is done in a nurturing environment among friends
who want us to succeed. It starts with the simplest leadership assignments

For Mormatton on joining or tnilldlng a cluh, visit
www.toastmaster8.org
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involving meeting roles within the club. Further opportunities are available
through .service as a club or district officer.
The survey also pointed out that tliose leaders who had mentors or role mcxlels

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

letters9toastma$lers.org
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|

learned faster. Have you found someone you feel comfortable talking witli? Does

your mentor's background and skills match your needs? Does your mentor under
stand your needs? If you do not liave a mentor, perhaps it is time to find one.
The survey also stressed the importance of a formal leadership training
program. The time spent in stmctured leadership training is roughly twice as
effective as on-the-job training. Are you taking advantage of the wide range
of leadership training opportunities available in Toa.stmasters?

But learning through trial and error, with the help of other people, through

leadership training programs may not be enough. Those leaders in the survey
who were challenged with the toughest assignments learned the fastest and
were ultimately the most succe.ssful. Does that mean we need to challenge
ourselves with new, tough assignments if we want to maximize our leadership
learning experience? Are you challenging yourself enough?
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evolutionist view makes no assump

of "practice makes perfect." I have
actually practiced a few speeches
not once, not twice, but umpteen
times - to the point where I could

Speaking of Controversy:

tions about God at all. Evolution is a

memorize them,

Creation vs. Evolution

scientific theory, and as such it will

In "Speaking on Controversial Topics"

be proved (or disproved) by scientific

that it sounds contrived and unnatural,

(October 2004), Aaron Bolin outlines

means; religious or spiritual beliefs

10 points to observe when delivering
speeches on potentially sensitive
subjects. It is ironic and surprising
that for the example used in his fifth
point, "Be knowledgeaide about your
topic and try to dispel misinfomiation,"
he selects a topic, the creationism/
evolution controversy, in which he is
not knowledgeable and then proceeds
to .spread misinformation about it.
While perhaps wisely concealing
his personal views on the matter that
presumably inspired the article, gay
marriage, he manages to display an
utter ignorance of the base issue in

are not relevant,

I agree with Dave that a muchpracticed speech is, at best, mediocre.

Do you have something to say? Write
it in 300 words or less, sign it and
send it to letters@toastniasters.org.

the creation/evolution debate. He

claims it is actually about whether or
not we can assume a supernatural
being exists. It is not. It is about
understanding what it means to
know something .scientifically.
The central conflict in the creation/

evolution debate has everything to do
with intellectual integrity and nothing
to do with belief in supernatural
beings. In fact, belief in God and the
recognition of the fact of evolution
aren't even mutually exclusive, I was
disappointed that this egregious

that the creationist theory is correct.
The creationist view is certainly based
on the belief that God exists, but the

PaulKilfoil,(rm • Two Oceans Club 6185 • Cape Town,SouOi Africa

I thank Dave for his excellent

Welcoming Controversial Speech Topics

article that has prompted me to .set
my heart on rehearsing more and
practicing less in my futLire speeches.

The article "Speaking on Controversial
Topics" is long overdue. I advocate
the tackling of controversial topics by
Toastmasters for personal growth

The Name Game

at club meetings. On too many occa

I heaitily enjoyed Sam Brathwaite's

sions my fellow club members dis
agree. Consequently, meetings are
comprised of banal speeches that do
not stretch the speaker. Fear of con
flict and controversy may be one
reason for this timidit>'.
I appreciate the discussion in the
article and hope more Toastmasters
adopt a philosophy of not running
away from a controversial topic and
presentation. Controversy and conflict
are normal and expected. We must not
be afraid of conflict. A mature person
learns to reserve the right to disagree
in a healthy manner when others
voice opinions different from their own,

December article on club names. It's

NgYbeClnng,DTM • CPA Advanced Club S2S5 • Singapore

rewarding to see such creativity from
Toastmasters around the world. I am
VP-Education of one of two Toast-

masters clubs called Miranda (the
other is located in a suburb of

Sydney, Australia).
Not surprisingly, to those of you
who know law enforcement practices,
our Idaho-based Miranda club is sup
ported by the Boise Police Depamnent
and Ada County Sheriff's Office, Our
motto: "Miranda - where for one hour

master magazine for the discussion,

a week, you do not have the right to
remain silent," I encourage new clubs
to pick names that represent not just
a town or a company, but also the
spirit and humor of its members.

Dairid Lewis, ATM-G • A-R Club 1481 • Sacramento, Caiifonila

Ken Jenkins,DTM • Miranda Club 6503 • Boise,Idaho

I thank Aaron Bolin and The Toast-

error marred what was otherwise an

The Best Practice

excellent and topical article.

I was thrilled to read Dave

PaulJaffe • NRL Forum Club 36U • Washington,D,C,

A memorized speech is so smooth

Con^rt0ht 200)by R«idy

«

Zielinski's article, "Perfect
Practice" (November)

The article about speaking on con

pointing out the subtle

troversial topics in the October issue
was interesting and thought-provoking.
However, I must disagree with the
author's assertion in point *5 that
evolutionists "assume that no super
natural power exists," The general
principles of evolution do not pre

difference between

clude the existence of God; nor does

accepting the existence of God imply
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practice and rehearsal
that can make or break

a presentation.
The article is like a

guiding beacon, leading
me out of the dim area I

have leapt into by follow
ing the traditional adage

"What fits your busy schedule better, exercising
one hour a day or being dead 24 hours a day?"

M

Our circumstances determine

how a speech affects us.

Starting Points
i Starting points - everyone has theirs.
We all arrived at our first Toa.stmasters

meeting with a unique background.

on a phra.se for each section or
paragraph and then just talk without
my notes until the next section.

This background will i)e reflected in

As he was explaining this to me.

how we approach Toastmasters, how
speaking .skills develop, and how we

I thought tills was very sound, logictil
advice. I had often thought of this same
strategy. At the same moment, my

respond to evaluations. No one can

mind also said, "But I'm not there yet."

possibly understand all that is going

I am a very organized person. One
of the strengths I brought to Toast-

we deal with an audience, how our

on iaside a speaker as he or she
gives a speech.
This is one of the main reasons we

learn to evaluate from the .standpoint
of how a speech affected us. and not
by telling the .speaker what he or she
should do to improve. As listeners,

masters is my ability to organize my
writing. My first seven speeches did
not lack organization. But I relied on
my notes liecau.se 1 don't think well

on my feet - yet. Toastmasters is my
chance to improve dramatically in this

your speech if...." Differing starting
points are also why one person's eval
uation can be very useful and anoth
er's, although valid for .someone else,

we also arrive at Toastmasters with a

area. Yes, I could just pick a phrj.se

may not help at all. We may ju.st relate

unique background, one that deter
mines how a speech affects us. Our
experience with our own speech
habits, strengths and weaknesses
gives us ideas on how to "fix" a

and then wing it for each paragraph.

to an evaluator better in one instance

I've tried that. I'd ramble becau.se I'd

because that person's experience with

forget the important points 1 had

communication problems resembles

carefully crafted into my .speech.

our own. With another evaluator, we

speaker we evaluate. But there is no

What would have helped me more

I thanked the man for his advice.

'Because we all join Toastmasters
with di-fferent skill levels, our
weaknesses have different reasons."

can't relate to his or her background
as well. But later on, when we en

counter another stumbling block in our
road to becoming a successful speaker,
our ability to relate may be reversed
between the .same two evaluators.

Speaker evaluation Is a crucial

element of the Toastmasters program.
.single "fix"' for all speakers who
appear to have a similar weakness.

was advice on how to improve my

Because we all join Toastmasters
with different skill levels, our weak-

Understanding the limitations we have
to relate to every speaker and their
weaknesses will help us be better eval
uators. It will also help us receive eval
uations in the right context. Our fellow
Toa.stma.sters are trying to help us, but
we have to dioase the riglit solution for

since joining Toasunasters, but I am

ne.sses have different rea.sons. This

our individual .set of circumstances at

still on the steep slope of the learning
cur\e. After my talk, I was approach

man's reaction was that I was read

ing loo much - an hone.st, u.seful

ed by a member of the audience. He

evaluation. His .suggestion on how to

mentioned his past membership in an

fix this weakness doe.sn'l work for

that time. We may all seem very similar
on the .surface - we are not polished
public speakers yet. but we need to
remenilxjr our differcnt starting points. 0

I recently spoke to a group of
my peers - writers and publishers and gave a passable presentation.
My presentation skills have improved
tremendously in the past five months

memory under pressure. But he
couldn't have known that. His advice

wasn't bad, just not the best for me
at that time.

organization similar to Toa.stmaslers

me right now. I need to improve in

and then offered his advice.

another area first.

He said I had been reading my
speech too much. His .solution was

evaluations should be from the stand

ba.sed on how he overcame this .same

point of "Your speech made me feel..."

shortcoming. He said I should focus

or "I would have gotten more out of

This is a gcxjd example of why

Tony Russ, CTM, a member of Mat-Su
Club 4245 in Wasilla. Alaska, is

an author, guide and hunting
authority. For more information,
visit www.TonyRuss.com.
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Developing a

Speakers Bureau

Think of a speakers bureau as

By Robert Fornesi, DTM

or adults. The museum has over 150

product or service, as well as

aircraft, ranging from a Wriglit Brothers
replica from 1903 to modern jets.
Many of these are in flying condition.
Local clubs, schools and organiza
tions occasionally asked for speakers.
As a Toastmaster, I jumped at the
opportunity to speak to these groups
and promote the museum. The first
year I gave only six talks as request
ed through the museum. This is
when I looked at tltis as an opportu
nity to develop a one-person .speak
ers bureau. Here is tlie plan I followed:

customers or clients. A business also

needs a plan for success, including
promotions for your product.
Here are several specific steps to
follow to develop successful speakers
bureau that will have you speaking
as often as you desire. You may
not get rich from this business, but

Use your
Toastmasters

you will have a lot of fun, meet
wonderful people, practice your

experience to

speaking skills and spread the

volunteer for

word about Toastmasters,

a worthy

semi-retirement from a fortune 500

A few years back, I went into
company. I continued to conduct
several three-day technical sales sem
inars each year around the country.

organization.

This was an excellent transition from

full-time work to a part-time position.
But I knew I needed a hobby. As a
20-year Toastmasters veteran, my first
thought was to build on my Toastmas
ters and training experience. I saw a
notice in the local newspaper that
docents were needed at the "Planes

January 2005

to look far. All service clubs in my
area meet weekly and have a 20-25
minute program as part of their
meeting. These clubs, including
Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions and various
women's clubs, were perfect. I
counted more than 50 clubs within a

30-minute drive from my home. The
local newspapers listed weekly clubs
and organizations and always men
tioned a phone number as a contact.
Once the word got out, program
chairmen started calling me.

2What Is the product or service?

as a Toastmaster with volunteering

and knowledge. The seiTice club's

for a worthy organization. It has
launched me on an exciting and
interesting experience, where the
possibilities for learning are endless.
My initial responsibilities as a

goal was to provide an interesting

museum, usually tw-o to four hours
THE TOASTMASTER

1Where is the market? I didn t need

of Fame" Air Museum at the nearby
Chino, California, airpoit. I have
always liked history and airplanes, so
this sounded like the perfect new
hobby for me - one where I could
combine my interest and experience

docent were to conduct tours of the

6

long, for various groujDS of children

a small business. It has a

My goal was to promote the
museum to offer free entertainment

program to supplement its bu.siness
meeting, We both had the same
basic goal. To make it interesting.

I chose colored slides from photos
I had taken to enhance my message.
The slides were easy to use. avail-

J.

able and flexible, so the program
could be .shortened, lengthened or
altered to meet the club's require

River west to Los Angeles and San
Diego. With iny trusty- camera. 1 have
followed these systems and devel

ments and interests.

oped a slide presentation explaining

that hi.story and airplanes are
interesting to most people. The slides
helped hold the interest. As Toast-

the water sources and the magnifi
cent distribution system.
Another historical topic is the
original Erie Canal, built in 1835,
across New York State, connecting

masters, we know that it is easier to

the Hudson River to Lake Erie

3What Is the topic? I was lucky in
speak on a topic we like and know,
I had earned the right to talk about
the subject. While I am not a licensed
pilot, I've taken flying lessons in vari
ous types of planes and flown mock
aerial combat in real planes equipped
with laser sights. I have also visited

on short notice.

■ Have fun. Select topics you
enjoy talking about and that your
audience will enjoy. I am very
fortunate to be a Toastmaster. It

has made my semi-retirement an
exciting and fulfllling experience.
■ Tell other Toastmasters what

you've learned.

Kingdom, 1 feel I have earned the

women in the U.S. did not obtain the

right to pre.sent these slide presenta

right to vote until 1920. A great topic,
not only at women's clubs, but for all
people. In 1848 the first Women's
Rights convention was held in Seneca
Falls in Upstate New York. Just by

tions to intere.sted audiences. I now

have five different aviation talks that

I give to a growing li.st of customers.

4What other topics am I familiar

chance, I was born and raised in

with? Examine your other inter
ests and experience. Now that you

I hope that the.se .steps will help
you start a speakers bureau. The best
part is that you can be as active as

you want and select the frequency
and location of your talks. When my
schedule gets light, I call the various
service clubs and .set dates and .select

certain talks to keep my skills current.
Does this plan work? It has for me.

Seneca Falls. It now has The

The la.st seven years, I've averaged

Women's Rights National Park and

two talks per month with very little
promotion. Group sizes vary from 20
to over 3.500 people. It works for me.

have a cu.stomer base, consider

the Women's Hall of Fame. Another

expanding your topics. My working

great topic for general audiences.

background was engineering and

Thank you Toastma.sters! D

marketing in the water and pumping
indu.stry. California has a fantastic

sy.steni of aqueducts and pumping

Mention that you are a member of
a Toastmasters Speakers Bureau.

them that I am available to fill in

and hence the other Great Lakes.

more than 70 different air museums

and give it to the chairperson.

■ Tell meeting planners about
your other topics. 1 always tell

I grew up on a branch of the Erie
Canal. Again with my camera, I
have visited many of the original
old ruins of the early canal. This
has created another interesting
presentation for many audiences.
How did the Women's Rights
movement get started? Surprisingly,

in the VS.. Canada and the United

■ Write your own introduction

A few other thoughts on

5Provide your own equipment.
a Speakers Bureau:

Robert Fornesi is a 26-year Toast-

It makes it easier for clubs to

two early morning clubs in .Southern

master with a DTM. He is active in

plants to move water from the
mountains up north to the cities in

book you, and you are more

California. He can Ix' reached at

the south, and from the Colorado

familiar with vour own material.

rebo28@aol.com.
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By Taiia Ehrlich Dashow, CTM

Tell the speaker what you felt and
thought; offer your perspective.

Whatcan be more scary than giving a speech? For many people, it's
giving an evaluation. When we're newcomers, we think that we
can't possibly offer suggestions to people who obviously know more
than we do. When we've been members for a while, we may still feel

intimidated by advanced speakers and not sure how to help them grow.
Sometimes we worry that if we say something the speaker doesn't like,
he or she will give us a bad ex'aluation in return or hate us fore\'er.
But we do have lot to offer, whether we are brand new

or have been in Toastmasters for 50 years. We have some
thing unique, something powerful, and something other
people don't know and want to learn: our perspective.
How ccjLild that be worth anything? Well, when we give
speeches, we know what we said, what we intended to say.
and how close we got to our intention. But we can't know
how the audience feels about it. We can watch their faces, but
unless they talk to us, we can't know what's going on inside
their heads or hearts. When you stand up to offer an evalua
tion. you can fill tlie speaker in on what you felt and thought.
So, you think this sounds good in theory, but you're
not sure what to do in practice? Here are some practical
things you can do:

Look at the Speaker
Don't look out the window, at the evaluation form or at

the other audience members to see how they're reacting.
Looking at the speaker helps you focus on what he is
saying, It also lets you see the speaker's posture, eye
contact, emotion and connection with you and the rest

of the audience. Looking at the speaker also gives him
a receptive audience, which is encouraging. This also

reminds you of where you are and what you're doing,
which helps keep your mind from wandering.
Mirror the Speaker's Feelings
[f you smile when he smiles, frown when she frowns,
lean forward when he moves forward, shake your head
at her sad sloiy, you help create a stronger connection
between you and the speaker. MiiToring allows you to
experience the speech on a more visceral level, acces.sed

by your emotion and physical response. You also give
the speaker a sense of being heard and understood,
Sometimes you have to force yourself to pay attention.
Maybe you are anxious, hungry, bored or distracted. To
help yourself focus, here are some tools to help you really
listen to the speech you will evaluate:

8
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Triggers

Another major distraction for evaluators is tiying to
rememi)er what they want to say. Even a five-to-seven

mm

/

minute speech can inciucie a lot of tilings to comment
on. However, it's not .so long that you'll forget everything
about it. You don't need to write extensive notes, just a

few key words to help you remember what you were
thinking. The danger of writing notes is that they take
your focus away from the speaker. Knowing that you'll
have something to trigger your memory can help you

return your focus to the speaker more clearly.

Make it Subjective
The tivith is, we can't give an objective evaluation even if
we want to, because what we think is filtered through our
own opinions and feelings. Make the most of that. Talk

about the impact the speech had on ymi. Did the opening
capture your interest? Did the closing make you want to
am out and do something? Did you fee! uncomfortable
when the speaker lost her place, or happy when he
smiled at the end of the .story? Tlie speaker doesn't
know, and wants to know, all of the,se things.
Talk About What You Liked

We ail tend to be harsh self-critics, so hearing only
items an evaluator didn't like is enough to send a new
speaker screaming from the room. People remember
what earned them praise and will tiy to repeat those
things in the future, so praising a speaker's strong
points will help reinforce them. Be sure to talk about

what you liked - even if you're sure the speaker
knows. Emphasizing the speaker's strong points can
RaiW:'
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The Power
of Potential!

Inject some creativity
into your next evaluation.

Potential is why we submit to being evaluated speech after speech.We trust our evaluator to guide our
evolution into able public speakers.The evaluator's intent is to encourage and highlight speaking skills that
can be used as a foundation to others. Creativity is in every brick of that foundation. How can we make it
tangible and transferable to the speechmaker? It's in the gift of the evaluation.
The format of the creative evaluation:

1. Likes

State with what you liked.Always put the most Important things first. In speech writing and evaluations.
"I really liked how you....."
"That was very impressive how you....."
2. Potential!

Turn up the creativity here and talk about the speech's potential. Be specific here about the topic, and link It
to the speaker's passion, ambition, desires, etc.
"Wow!You're so passionate about this topic! I can see how it....."
"I can't wait for part 2! What's your next move on this?"
3. Workable Area

Ease into this one. Let them know they're on the evolutionary path and there are a few pebbles in the way.
but not more than three! Focus on style.

"The one thing I had to look out for in my speech #
"It's such a small thing, but be aware of....."

was...."

4. End with Positive

A one-sentence summation should be very positive and encouraging. Never end with a negative.
"Overall. I very much enjoyed..."
"All that said. I feel we're very lucky to have you in our club!"
Sometimes we all need a little more help and speed in developing the vision which will become our future
reality as a public speaker.That goal requires a little creative license in modifying our evaluations with some
new. more open language around where we'd like to be and how we're going to get there. W
Sherry Minnard Rappaport is a freelance writer in Boston, Massachusetts. Contact her at
Sherry@coach'mgwithcreativity.com

also teach the rest of the audience what you thought
was successful, so they can tiy it too.
It helps to start with a positive attitude, and then look
for the parts we liked.
Sandwich Growth Between Praise

We are asked, as Toasima.sters evaluators, to give the

speaker one or more suggestions for improvement.
Resist the temptation, especially witii someone we
think has a thick skin, to list a large number of per
ceived faults without balancing them with succes.ses.
People find it much easier to absorb criticism when
they are also praised. Plus it makes change seem
easier, and less overwhelming, to hear that some
parts are already pretty good.

!0
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Be Specific
Saying "That was a great speech!" doesn't tell the speaker
anything. "Your opening really drew me in, your pacing
held my attention, and your conclusion inspired me to go
home and write my political representative," gives more
information. Better yet, be specific about words you liked,
gestures that illustrated a point for you, setups that made a
joke funny, places where the speaker paused and let you
absorb some piece of information before going on. These
details give a speaker a lot more information about not
just what worked, but why.
Be specific about both what worked and what didn't.
It's hard to change when told, "your conclusion was

weak," It's easier to improve when told, "I expected a
sentence or two more about the subject to draw together

the opening and the body of your speech. Without it,
your conclusion felt a little sudden." It's also important
to be just as specific about what worked. Saying i liked
your humor" and then going into specific detail about
what didn't work makes it seem like the first pan was

%

just to make the speaker feel good. Tell them in as

much detail what worked, since othenvise they won't
believe you.

Objective Subjectivity
Yes, your exaluaiion must he from your point of view.
Ho\ve\er, it is not about your opinion of the speech
topic. Some speeches can be controversial. You. as evalu-

ator, are not there to gi\ e your opinion of the debate, but

to talk about how effective the speech was. Did it tap
into universal human emotions? Did it have a compelling
message, even if you did not personally agree with it?

Maybe the speech made you very angr\-. If so, it certainly
tapped into something. Articulating why it angered you

"Emphasizing the speaker's strong points
can also teach the rest of the audience what you
thought was successful, so they can try it too,"
can give both you and the speaker .some good insight
into what worked in the speech.

lone of the speaker's voice really con\'eyed sadness, or

maybe it was the drop in volume, or both. Don't give up,
even if you don't really know why. Start with the effect

No Buts

you felt or saw% then brainstorm about what might have

When we are offering both positive and negative feed
back. it is ver>' easy to put "but" in between. "Your

made it so effective.

opening was compelling, but the body didn't back it

Explore Other Options
Tiy exploring other ways of getting the same effect, or
ways to gel different effects. Maybe you liked the casual

up," To the listener, everything that precedes the word
but gets negated. It no longer sounds like having a
compelling opening matters, since "the body didn't
back it up." Making them two separate sentences, or

intimacy the speaker conveyed when moving around the
room. You can try talking about the effect it had. and then

connecting them with "and." will help make it clear

exploring other effects die speaker could have tried for.

that these are two .separate pieces of feedback. "Your

Maybe the speaker's pacing gave a feeling of energy to the
pre.sentation. Perhaps die speaker could try standing .still for

opening was compelling. I felt the body wasn't as
compelling." "Your opening was compelling, and 1 was

hoping the body would back it up. I thought it fell
short." Also beware of hn! mascjuerading as however,
nofielbek'ss. and other similar words.

the lieginning and start moving midway through to build
up to a big finLsh, Or the speaker could move for some

parts and .stand still for others. Or the speaker could try to
convey die .same intensity and energy without moving his
legs, as a challenge to try something new. None of these

approaches indicates that the speaker did anything wrong;
they just explore different ways to try new techniques.
From What to Why

These are some advanced tools, which are especially
useful when evaluating a polished, experienced speaker.

If you focus on the speaker and speak explicitly about
your own experience of the speech, and how and why
the speech worked, you will soon give powerful and
useful evaluations. □

Talk About The Effect On You

The more you can get at why a part of a speech is effec
tive. the more helpful your evaluation will be. Maybe the

Talia Ehrllch Dashow, CTM, is a member of the Lakeview
Club 2'^C7 in Oakland. California.
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Evaluating the

Championship-Level
Speaker

tlllOttWilcox,ATM-G

You must know what a dynamic
speech should sound like.

The Speech was great. The first words
out of the speaker's mouth grabbed
your attention, and every word that
followed inspired, motivated or persuaded
you. The words were eloquent and moving.
The voice fdled the room. The gestures
were understated, but a perfect complement
to the words. It was possibly the greatest
speech you've ever heard. You're his
evaluator. What do you say?

0

How do you evaluate speakers capable of compet
ing in TI's World Championship of Public Speakingr'
r.
tOkl •itritt
KIM MlttONI

Can you possibly say anything that would help them
improve their speeches? Yes, you can. The next time
you .step up to the challenge of evaluating a great
speaker, try the.se tips:

Assign experienced evaluators.
Ralph Waldo Emerson said, "If you would lift me up,
you must be on higher ground." To evaluate this cal
iber of speaker, the evaluator needs to know what a

dynamic speech should sound like. As the general
evaluator, you should a.ssign experienced evaluators to
the championship-level speaker.

Multiple evaluators.
Two heads are better than one. right? Sometimes, a

single evaluator may not have the skills to properly
evaluate a championship speaker. When that happens,
consider assigning multiple evaluators. Assign one to
evaluate speech content, one to evaluate physical
movement and a third to evaluate the speaker's vocal
skills. When each evaluator focuses on a limited area,

they have better insight and offer better sugge.stions
for improvement.

2
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Contact the speaker before the speech.
The speaker has been working on
this speech for weeks. She's prac
ticed and honed it to a fine edge.
How will you know what to evaluate

in this speech? Call the speaker a
week before the meeting and ask.
"What do you want me to look for?
What do you want me to listen for?

Is there something special you're tiy-

drug of choice - they can't wait to
speak again, They want to know,
"How can I make this speech better?"
When you evaluate, focus on the

parts of the speech that need
improvement, rather than praising
the .speech.

Read the books. Listen to the CD's.

The best championship evaluations

Attend the conferences. Soak up all
of the information you can find
about championship-level speaking.

often sound critical, because they
focus on the shortcomings of the
speech and what the speaker should
change for next time. Experienced
speech contestants don't mind this

focus your attention.

Don't retell the speech.
Many evaluators simply retell the
entire speech. This doesn't lx.'nefit
the speaker or the evaluator. You

onship-level speeches, you'll see
those nuances. Watch the World

Champioaships of Public Speaking.

you're trying to create?" The speaker
ty pically knows where she"!! need to

for improvement. If you'll gather
enough knowledge about champi

Don't be afraid to speak bluntly.

ing to do? Is there a certaom mood

improve. If you ask. .she'll help you

Darren says that every lime he watch
es the speech, he sees tiny areas to
improve upon. There's always room

You'll not only become a great evalu
ator, you'll also grow as a speaker.

criticLsm. Every one I've talked with

Teach the club.

prefers a blistering evaluation that

helps them improve rather than a

Despite what 1 said above, some
times a speech can't be improved.

touchy-feely evaluation that tells them
how wonderful they are. You don't

Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech. What

Try evaluating Martin Luther King

may want to repeat .small

portions of the .speech to
highlight areas for

'"Top speakers are not looking for a pat on

improvement, luit the

the back. They are looking to Improve."

evaluation should be your

speech, not the s{:)eaker's speech.

even need to offer .sugge.stions on

changes would you make? What

Listen with a critical ear and find

how to improve the speech, just point

could you contribute to that speech?

areas for improvement: don't merely

out what you didn't find effective.
"Your ofx'tiing didn l grab my
atteutiou. I dou I know how tofix it.
hut I think you can improve the open
ing to better gain the audience's

parrot back what you heard.
Avoid the whitewash.

'Ci'recil speech." "Wow." "I wish 1

could .speak as well as you do." Every
championship-level speaker has

attention and interest. " This tech

heard evaluations like these. While

out of Toastmasters, but for the vet

everyone loves to hear a compli

eran contest speaker, it's exactly the
type of evaluation they want to hear.
They'll furiously scribble notes dur
ing the evaluation, and thank you
profusely afterwards.

ment. the.se are the worst evaluations

the speaker can hear. Champion.shiplevel speakers already know if a
speech is good. They know which

nique might chase a novice speaker

parts were dramatic, which parts

were funny and which parts moved
people to tears. They're not looking
for a pat on the back. They're look
ing to improve. When they have a

diamond of a speech, they need the
evaluator to help polish it.
While the novice speaker requires
a high level of motivation to get

ment? Rather than whitewashing the
evaluation, try turning the evaluation
into a teaching lesson. Take a
powerful element of the speech
and di.s.sect it for the club. "Didyou
hear how he repeated the phrase 7
have a dream'throughout the course

ofthe speech? That was effective
because...." This technique aLso
helps the .speaker. If they hear that
a particular element of the speech

was effective, they can repeat the

There's always something.
Every time 1 watch the 2001 World
Championship of Public Speaking,
I'm amazed by Darren LaCroix's
championship speech. "Ouch!" Tlie
me.s.sage is powerful, the language is
precise, and when he addre.s.sed the
Contest Master (while face down on

concern with the champioaship

the .stage), you know he's a master.
I've watched that speech dozens of

speaker. You can't .scare them away
from the lectern. Speaking is their

improve the speech. However,

them back to the lectern, that's not a

How do you evaluate a speech

when there's no room for improve

times, and am at a loss as to how I'd

technique in future speeches.
Sometimes, the speaker doesn't

even know she's used a powerful
speaking technique. In your evalua
tion. you tell the club. "At one point,
she pausedfor neady eight seconds.
By holding the pause that long, she
gave us time to absorb a powerful
message. " Afterwards, the speaker
candidly tells you. "llie reason 1
paased that long was becau.se I forgot
the next portion of my speech. But
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that pause into the speech. Thanks!"

to praise the speaker, but criticize
the speech. "For most speakers, this

Don't let them rest on their laurels.

would he a great speech ... but you're
not most speakei's. We know how

next time, I'm going to incorporate

Some speakers can write a speech in
the parking lot, walk into the meet
ing and walk out with the Best
Speaker ribbon. Championship-level
speakers have great delivery tech
niques, magnificent eye contact and
vocal variety that captivates an audi
ence. But they could be better, When
they stop challenging themselves,
they cheat themselves of the oppor
tunity to improve. As the evalualor,
you need to challenge the speaker
not to coast. One way to do that is

better they could be.

a change of pace at your next meet
ing, watch a World Championship of
Public Speaking recording (available
from Bill Stephens Productions at
www.billspro.coin), then evaluate
the speakers, Ask what was powerful
about their speeches and what areas
you would improve upon. Challenge
yourself to evaluate the championshiplevel speakers, and you'll become a
championship-level evaluator. □

Challenge yourself.

Elliott Wilcox, ATM-G, is a criminal

It's not easy to evaluate champion
ship-level speakers, but when you
do, you'll rapidly accelerate your
speaking and evaluating skills. For

prosecutor and professional speaker.
He belongs to the Conquerers club

excellent your speeches normally are,
but it seems like you didn't spend a
lot oftime prepanngfor this speech.
Next time, I would challenge you to
Sometimes, even champions
need to be reminded how much

1066 in Orlando, Florida and can be
reached at ewilcoxl@cfl.rr.com.

Evaluating the Novlce Speaker
What one thing can this speaker

do that will have the greatest
impact on his or her next speech?
s he approached the lectern,
you sensed the fear oozing

^.from every pore of his body.
He shook the hand of the Toastmaster,
and his hands continued shaking as
he placed his notes on the lectern. He
drew a deep breath, looked up from his
notes and gasped once. He muttered,
"I'm sorry,Ican't do this," then ran
from the room. You're his evaluator.
What do you say?
As Toastmastcrs, we know the benefits of

speaking in public. We have felt the increased
confidence, credibility and the adrenaline rush
that comes from speaking to an audience. We
would be selfish if we kept those benefits to
ourselves. Our role as evaluators is to help all
speakers, especially the very nervous novice

4
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speaker. If they give up after that

they speak, they can build upon

to leave to novice evaluators. If

first speech, we have failed in our

that skill.

you evaluate a novice speaker, use

Narrow the focus.

you went in for heart surgery, you
wouldn't want the cardiologist to tell
you, "Hey, this Is my first time in an

these tips:

In this first speech, perhaps you .saw
a dozen different areas for improve

to be the evaluator s first time either.

role as evaluators. The next time

Motivate him to speak again.

ment. This isn't the time to mention

The desire to conquer the fear of

all of them. They still have nine more
projects to work on before they
become Competent Toa.stmasters,

public .speaking draws many people
to join Toastmasters. For many

operating room!" You don't want this

i\ew evaluators don't always know
what to say or how to motivate the
speaker. They're still feeling their
way through the evaluation process.

novice speakers, the first

speech is a liberating
moment. When they don't
pa.ss out. feel nau.seous or

"If they remember nothing else from your
evaluation, make sure they feel encouraged."

burst into flames, they
realize their fear of public speaking
was exaggerated. However, some

first-time speakers .still feel terrified
when they speak, You ctin see the

horror on their faces as they address
the audience. For the.se speakers, the
most important thing your evaluation

should do is motivate them to speak
again. Use the words "next time "

throughout your speech. If they
remember nothing else from your
evaluation, make sure they feel
encouraged to stan working on
their next speech.

Be honest, and say something positive.
Your mom probably told you, "If you
can't say .something nice, don't say
anything at all." It's good advice,
especially when evaluating. But don't
overdo it. Don't say, "This was a
great .speech" if it wasn't. Kveryone
sees through false prai.se. It doesn't
encourage a speaker to speak again,
and it diminishes the power of any
valid praise you offer.

Concentrate on a single area for

improvement. If you give them four,
five or 10 areas to work on, it's too
much to remember. Overwhelmed,
they might feel they shouldn't be
speaking at all, and won't work on
any of your suggestions.

Pick one area to improve upon.
Pick .something that, if they followed
your advice, would do the most to

This first evaluation .sets the tone

for how the speaker feels about your
club, A strong, motivational evalua
tion in.spires them to come back,
A fumbling, unhelpful or malicious
evaluation can turn .someone away

from Toastmasters forever. Pairing
your most experienced evaluators

with the novice speaker helps ensure
they are motivated to speak again.

improve their speeches. For example,

if your car needed an oil change, a

The post-meeting evaluation.
After the meeting, talk with your

new transmission, brake pads, A/C
repair and it was on fire, you
wouldn't try to fix all of the
problems at once. You'd extinguish

speaker again, once his initial shock
of speaking has worn off. Offer to

the fire first (the most serious prol>

\ ate comments about how^ he can

lem) before working on any other
problems. What one thing can this
speaker do that will have the greatest
Impact (Ml his or her next speech?

improve his next speech and remind

meet for coffee or lunch. Give pri-

him of the points you rai.sed in your
evaluation. Finally, ask if you can
evaluate his second speech so you
can note the improvements he made.

Give specific tips.
Once you identify^ tlie area for
improvement, share specific tips on

Enjoy the benefits of evaluating.

find something the speaker did

most important area for improvement
is conquering tlieir fear of public
speaking, Tlie Toastmasters Better

In\e.st the time to develop these
skills and you will help new mem
bers grow into confident speakers.
They'll become more valuable to
their clubs, their workplaces and

well and prai.se that. He sincere

Speaker Series mcxJulc, Take the Tenor

their communities, Be.st of all, as

with your praise. "Cumparecl to the

Out ofa Talk, provides several tips for

thousands of others who never had
the courage to attend a Toastmasters
meeting, or the hundreds who came
to a meeting but left before giving

conquering nervousne.ss. Familiarize

share them with the speaker. Give
them the tools they need to return to

theirfirst speech, you just joined a

the lectern without fear.

your club gains a reputation for
developing novice speakers, new
members will flock to your club.
Seize your next opportunity to evalu
ate a novice speaker and help them
enjoy the benefits of Toa.stmasters.O

That doesn't mean you should
be brutally blunt, either. Instead,

noteworthy group ofpeople who had
the courage to step up to the
lectern." It's not much, but it's a

.start. Boost the speaker's confidence
by saying he or she has at least one
ba.sic speaking skill. The next lime

how to do so. For many speakers, tlie

yourself with these techniques and

Pair novice speakers with
experienced evaluators.

Elliott Wilcox, ATM-G, is a criminal
prosecutor and professional speaker.
He belongs to the Conquerers club

To share knowledge, you must
already possess knowledge. Ice

1066 in Orlantlo. Florida, He can be

Breaker speeches are too important

reached at ewilcoxl@cfl.rr.com.
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Want to Win an
Evaluation Contest?
The sandwich approach to eval
By Regina Jaslow, ATM-B

uation i.s a great way to learn
the basic tenets of evaluating a

fellow Toastmaster's speech. It also
does the job of providing the speak
er with an encouraging yet useful
speech critique. However, if you
want to take evaluations to the next

level, you'll need to go beyond the
sandwich approach. This article will
show you how to kick it up a few
notches - enough to win at evalua

How to take your

tion contests, or at least a few

contest evaluations

ribbons at club meetings.
If your goal is to win evaluation
contests, realize this: winning a con
test means that you can't do what
everyone is doing; you have to
differentiate yourself from the rest
of the pack, and that means using
a slightly different evaluating
approach. Also, one of the "magic"
ingredients to winning a contest is

to the next level.

to entertain or captivate the audi
ence. Since contests are judged by

people, even if they have evaluation
forms listing areas they need to
judge you on, it helps to sway them
emotionally too - and humor is
often the best approach.
There are two areas that your
evaluation needs to cover: the con

tent and the delivery of the speech.
Tlie content of the speech is handled
primarily during the introduction and
conclusion, while the effectiveness

of the speech delivery (e.g. vocal
variety) is dealt with during the
body of your evaluation.

Step 1; Preparation - Before the
speech starts
On a sheet of paper, prepare the cat
egories to look out for when listen
ing to a speech. This should loosely
follow the judge's speech evaluation
form (appearance, vocal variety,
facial expression, gestures, etc.) and
also include space for "strengths" and
"improvement sugge.stion." Leave lots

of space so you can write legibly.

Step 2: What to do during the speech

5 5 10 0

75

jot down, in the prepared categories,
notes that you feel are peitinent.
Remember, your evaluation speech is
only two to three minutes long, .so
you only need to jot down at most
three major points each for strengths
and improvement suggestions. There

i.s no need to spend the entire time
distracted by scribbling down too

\

many notes that you can't use - you
can and should take in the speech
and enjoy listening to it! All the

while, start thinking about how the
speech connects to you per.sonally.
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in a manner in which the judges and
audience can relate to or engage in.
This is the main fodder for your
introduction and conclusion.

Step 3: What to do after the speech
■ Craft an introduction that ties you
and/or the autlience directly to

the speakers speech by saying
how the content of his speech
relates or pertains to you and the

make appropriate eye contact here,

If you have time, you can do a

as it demonstrates confidence at

quick recap of the numbered points

the OLiLsei of your e\ aluation .speech.

- without further elaboration - just

This is your first impression and it
goes a long way toward establish

sion. This also helps to signal the

ing perceived confidence.

audience that a conclusion is coming

before you embark on your conclu

Start with a brief, engaging or

up. Avoid ending with "in conclusion."

dramatic introductory story to
capture the audience's attention,
then pau.se for a moment and use
the greeting mentioned ;il">ove>.

as it's too contrived.

When you clo.se. always try to
round back to your introductory
story, as that never fails to give the

audience (for exam

ple, how the speech
reminds you of a
story or experience

you had). This needs
to ix' engaging but

"Winning a contest means that you
can't do what everyone is doing; you have to
differentiate yourself from the rest of the pack."

short (no more than

30 seconds long).
■ Loosely decide on a conclusion
that ties back to the introduction.

■ Pick speech delivery points, wrinen
down in step 2, that flow well

For example. "It um past
midnight and I ivas surrounded

by blazingfire eveiy direction I
turned. Hut the only thing I could

with your introduction and con

think about was where my chil
dren were in my burning house,

clusion; w eave in humor where
appropriate.

and not about my ow)i safe
escape. Fear engulfed my mind as

■ Firm up your conclusion (no more

than 20 seconds long)- work

my heart pounded in panic- I

audience a feeling that your evalua
tion was really polished, replete with
a nicely packaged conclusion - it's
the icing on the cake that creates a
lasting impression.
For example, to u.se the story
mentioned earlier, you could con

clude by .saying, "During that night

ofthefire in my home, if notfor the
firefighter's quick ariiral. myfamily
and I might hare jx'risbed. If! had

don't use the hackneyed "[ look

umfrozen and did not know
what to do (pause). \X'e hare all
experiencedfear, bnl foe's speech
aboutfear tonight really highlight

forward to your next speech" as

ed something I could identify with

your closing line. It's lame - not

(pause). Mr. Contest Chair. .. "

hare Ix'en able to help myself and my

Througiiout your speech, work

family Ix'tter during thatfrightful
night. Listening to your speech tonight

specifically on a memorable punch
line for the end! Word of advice:

punchy or memorable at all!

■ Decide exactly what gestures you

will use for specific points or

the room with eye contact. If you

words in your speech. Choose no

notice anyone writing something

more than three dramatic gestures
that punctuate, and pick one or

judge. Make it a point to maintain

two words that emphasize or even

eye contact with him or her for at

pun the title of the speech or key

iea.st a phrase or a full sentence.

point.

Make sure no .section of the room is

down, chances are that she or he is a

left "unattended" with your eye con

Step 4: Delivering your evaluation

learned earlier ofsome ofthe tools to

combat and managefear that yon

had outlined in your speech. 1 might

mightjust sare a life down the road!
(quick pause)Mr. Contest Chair."

Tlie way to indicate that your
speech is over is to .say "Mr. Contest
Chair." (You could extend your arm
in his general direction to shake his

hand. Don't forget to smile! Do not
end your speech with "Thank you.')
Finally, don't leave the speaking

At the contest level, anyone who

tact. It also help.s to smile and main
tain a friendly persona during the

hides Ixhind the lectern or uses notes

evaluation rather than come across as

Toastmaster has shaken your hand:

is significantly penalized for doing

overly .serious or austere.
For the body of your evaluation,

otheivvi.se it lcx)ks as though you're
nervously ainning off the stage.
Then confidently walk offstage to

so. So memorize your key points!

When you get up to make your
evaluation, there are usually two
opening approaches:

■ Start with the "Mr. Contest Chair,
Judges, Fellow Toastmasters,

Guests, and especially Joe Schmoe

(speech-maker)" - wear a plea.sant smile and tiy your best to

you could make it seem very orga
nized, memorable and easy-to-follow
by using numbers to guide the audi
ence througli your points.
For example, "Joe demonstrated
three stnmg suits throughout his
.sfwech (then elaborate).yoe.!hare
tiro suggestionsfor improrementfor
Vou:(elaborate)."

area until the Contest Chair or

your seat to await llie news thai you
have won Be.st Evaluator for that
meeting or contest. □

Regind Jaslow, ATM-B, won first run
ner-up in the District 46 Evaluation
Contest in 2002 and lias been a

Toa.stma.ster in New Jersey since 1997,
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Speaking
From the

Brain

By Corey Deitz

hat are the

w

two most

important

body parts needed in
verbal communication?

Mouth? Larynx? Ears?

Vocal chords? Lungs?
The real workhorse
for communication is

-•'■r -r

the brain - both the

speaker's and the
listener's. And not only
because the brain conducts the

Perception colors

unconscious bu.siness of muscles,

all communication.

organs and thought that allows a
body to produce speech or to
understand it. The ear is merely a
conduit for the striking sound waves

the president. A European in the
front row is immediately a little irri
tated and has now decided my pre
sentation is probably invalid since he
perceives me - right or wrong - to

mo.st important organ in conversation,

be someone he does not like: an

because perception colors all commu
nication. Perception enhances it or
distorts it. As a speaker, a learned
and cognizant brain gives you the
depth to write and speak with the
exact clarity and authority you envi
sion. As a li.stener, your brain inter

American conservative.

prets the words based on your biases,
prejudices and experiences.
Let's say my Toastmasters club
has asked me to speak at a local
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because he has a favorable view of

transmitted to the l:>rain, where they
eventually are interpreted - rightly
or wrongly.
Rather, the brain is simply the

that are converted to vibrations and

8

policy. I am basing my opinion
simply on performance factors.
Well, a Republican sitting in the
front row cjuite suddenly is more
interested in my presentation

In both cases, each person's
political bias has now tainted the
rest of what I'm going to say. Have
I really said anything political? No,
I've been talking about economics.
But the American conseiwative and

the European liberal now perceive
everything I'm saying in a .slightly
different light.

Because perception is the end

function on terrorism threats and its

result of communication, extreme

effect on local business. During the
course of my presentation, 1 casually

care should be taken when con-

mention that in my opinion, the

es, too, and should endeavor to elim

president of the United States is
doing a good job with his foreign

inate them from your addresses, lec
tures, speeches or presentations.

staicting your words. You have bias

choose your words carefully! Use

just pause. Use your eyes to tease

becau.se their style was the accepted

neutral words or phrases when

your audience and hold your lips
slightly apart as if ready to resume
talking. Then, proceed. When used

"Midwestern sound," which is basi

correctly, your audiences' reaction

and listen back as objectively as pos
sible. Are there elements in your

there's a possibility of unleashing a
listener's bias. Instead of suggesting
"the president is doing a good job

cally neutral.
As an exercise, record your voice

with his domestic security decisions,"
it might be better to say "government
leaders are making good decisions."
Perception aside, a listener's imag

should reassure you that you are
squarely in control of your presen

ination can help you create more
impact with your words. You can do
your part by employing a few word

from both our ears and the vibrations

Writing for the ear is different

ence involved is to use onomato

through our bones. Hearing your

from writing for the eyes. Your eyes

poeia or sound words - such as

voice only on a playback will sound

don't need to take a breath. When

different. Whether you like it or not,

tricks, such as using proper sentence
length, pregnant pauses and ono
matopoeia, or sound words.

tation. A master of the pregnant

speech pattern that repeat, distract or
annoy? Often the first time someone

pause is American syndicated

listens to their own voice, they don't

broadcaster Paul Harvey. If you
can, listen to his daily broadcasts
and ob.serve how he manipulates
the interest of the listener through
the use of pausing.
Another way to keep your audi

even believe it is them! Remember;

you read an elongated .sentence, the

quack, burp, mm)and honk (well
not those specific words in that

commas, colons, semi-colons and

order). Words that sound like what

hyphens act as rest points. But try

they define titillate our brains
because they are different from the

speaking aloud the same sentence
and the meaning can be lost because

general drone of most everyday lan

not only are we usually oblivious to
the verbal crutches we grew up with,
but when we hear our own voice

normally, we are hearing the sound

this is your true voice!

If you don't like what you hear,
then fine-tune that instrument you
call your voice. Practice saying words

of bad rhythm. The longer the sen
tence, the easier the meaning gets

guage. Saying "there's a duck over

the way you want them to sound.
Use a recorder if necessary to mea

there making some noise" is no

sure your progress. Strive to lose

diluted to the listener. It is easier for

where near as intere.siing as "there's

the brain to grasp and digest shorter
nuggets of information than long,

a duck over there screaming quack!

heavy accents or dialects that not
only distract but sometimes invoke

quack! quack!" As a listener, the

prejudice or bias. As unfortunate as it

tedious ones.

visualization is immediately more

may be, there are still people who

As a radio broadcaster, I can attest

vivid, because instead of the brain

judge you not by what you're saying,
but by how you say it. To "sell"

to the battle of length versus brevity.

just processing a description of the

The Associated Press is notorious for

duck, it becomes "alive" in a three-

whatever you're saying requires sell

writing news copy that is not meant

to be read on the air! I constantly

dimensional thought.
Finally, learning to use your voice

ing yourself first. And it makes no
sense to ever give anyone an extra

have to rewrite news stories to make

as an instrument and not just a too!

reason not to like you simply

them easier to deliv-

er and understand.

Speaking in shorter
sentences is like

.

IS easier for the brain to grasp and digest shorter
nuggets of information than long, tedious ones.'

"connecting the

dots;" You get the same picture in

can increase your effectiveness when

the end, only you do it in smaller

speaking. Be aware that a pro

steps. Keep that in mind the next
time you prepare a speech. Connect

twang can be distracting and

the dots for your audience and you'll
find their attention span lasts longer.
A wonderful way of focusing an
audience is to use a pause, because
it creates drama, and drama creates

interest. A deliberate pau.se
momentarily delays your presenta
tion and can be used to signify a

resolution to events or surprise turn
of events. The key is to use it on a
limited basis. Knowing how to use
this tool is just as important as
knowing when. It is not enough to

nounced geographic accent, drawl or

because of preconceptions triggered
by the way you sound.
Remember: The final meaning of

counter-productive.

your words depends on the listener's
perception of them based on your

1 grew up in northeastern New
Jersey, 10 miles west of New York

ence, talking is not always good

City. Until 1 went off to college in the

enough. To successfully carry your

Midwest 1 had a significant drawl on
certain words that easily labeled my
origins. At the time, all people on the
radio sounded like they were from
nowhere in particular - something 1
wanted for myself. My speech profes

delivery. When speaking to an audi

message takes brains - yours and
theirs. Don't underestimate either. D

Corey Deltz is one half of "The Corey
and Jay Show" on radio station 100.3
FM in Little Rock, Arkansas. He's

sors at Kent Slate University sugge.st-

worked in radio for 25 years and

ed I ILsten to network announcers to

can be reached via his Web site at

hear how they pronounced words,

www.radio.aboutcom.
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Presenting
an Award

U7UUTV
mpact

During my first visit as a guest at

How you hold the award and greet
the recipient convey as much
information as what you say.

Downtown Toastrnasters in Santa

Cruz, California, I won a ribbon
for my Table Topics answer. I was so excited,
the ribbon could have been crumpled and

stained, the presenter could have forgotten
my name or even stepped on my foot.
It wouldn't have mattered.

Being acknowledged by this group for my first attempt
at a Table Topic was such an unexpected honor that I
didn't notice or remember many of the details. Most of
the time, this isn't the case.

More often, the way the award is presenletl is as
important as the award it.self. A sloppy presentation can
reduce the award's otherwise positive impact. One DTM

seat and looked at liie plaque, he discovered that his
name was miss|X'lled.
A manager of a Fortune 500 company was called into
his vice president s office where the VP yelled at him for
10 minutes straight. When the VP finished and the manager
was heading out the door, the VP said, "Oh by the way.
here is your 10-year anniversary pin. Congratulations."
At .some point you will probably be called on, either at
work or at Tt>astmasters, to formally recognize someone
for a job well done. Assuming that you think recognition
is important and that you would never lag it on as an
aftertiiought like the Fortune 500 executive did, what can
you do to make the award presentation meaningful and
memorable?

told me. "1 have a stack of certificates that either aren't

signed or don't ha\e my name on the blank line. I also
have l>een handed many awards and certificates face down,
backward or upside down. And I have been given pins
still wrapped in plastic. Tacky!"
! doubt if "tacky" is the impression the pre.seniers of
these awards had in mind.

Toastmastei's isn't the only place were presentation matters.
Employees all over the country have told me .stories of
receiving awards that were pre.senled so p{X)riy that the.se
employees will never forget the presenter or think positively
alxiut the award. Two were particularly memorable:
A director in a network marketing company competed
for the President's Circle Award. After a year of hard work,
he won. He was the top sales producer for his region!
At the annual conference, the president of the company
presented him with a plaque. When he returned to his
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Do your homework
Whether for a Toastrnasters meeting or conference, or an
awards ceremony at work, a formal award presentation
requires .some research. At the most fundamental level, if
you don't know how to spell or pronounce the recipient s
name, you will most likely aiin any recognition value the
award has.

Want to make a memorable presentation ihtit highlights
the value of both the award and the recipient? According
to Mark Perew. a new DTM in Founder's District s Club 1.

"It's great to have the audience hear the criteria and how

the recipient met those criteria." This requires research.
You have to answer a few key questions:
■

What does the award stand for?

■ Is there a meaningful tradition as.sociated with it?

■ Do you know something about the recipient related
to the award chat the audience would find interesting?
■ Can you describe why this person was chosen to

consistent concern for customers, high level of product
knowledge, and a willingne.ss to go the extra mile to
ensure excellence in cu.stomer .service. Then, she read a

Barbara Hunt, ATM-B, of Ma.sterToa.sters in O'Fallon, Mi.s,souri,

lengthy client quote. At one point the quote became so
.specific, I recognized the client and realized I was the
winner! It was a ver>' special moment.
Fifteen years later the award .still has significance for
me. I know what the company valued and that someone
put considerable effort into verifying that I had met their
standards. The finely crafted pre.sentation made the
award meaningful.

Tell a great story

Details matter

People love to hear an intere.sting story. An award ceremony
is the perfect venue fV)r .spinning a yam with the recipient
as the hero. Talk about the significance of the award and
the values it represents, Tell how the recipient embodies
lho.se values. Is there a story behind

Rememlwr that the point of the pre.sentation is to honor
the recipient. Everything, including where you stand and
how you hold the award, will add to or take away

receive the award?

Background information adds considerable value to
the award, providing substance and helping to connect
the audience to the recipient. It also demonstrates that the
person receiving the award is valued. "It always feels belter
when the presenter knows something about you," says

how he or she was cho.sen?

from that - whether or

not it is perceived as
an honor.

Can anyone else add to the

telling of the story? Create
drama whenever po.s.sible.
Years ago I received
an award. I didn't know
ahead of time that I had

been selected. The per
son making the presen
tation began by reading

r

the criteria for
the award:

t

rr<

fir.os

>
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Think about where you will stand and where the
recipient will stand. Past International Director Ginger
Kane, DTM. recommends holding the award in your left

hand while shaking hands with the right. TPs Special
Occasion manual's instructions for "Presenting an Award"

recommends presenting the award with the hand closest
to the recipient. In order to do both, stand to the right of

plaque and said that a letter had accompanied it. She said
tliat while the letter had an impoitant message, she would
let our new DTM read it for himself. She wanted to speak

from the heart because she held this person in such high
regard for his years of dedication, perseverance and
delightful sense of humor.
She announced that our new DTM was Bob Aston. She

photo opportunity and making it easy for the audience to

recalled their years together in Toa.stmasters and how they
commiserated after their first few speeches. She told about
watching him grow and develop as a speaker and how

see the presentation. Make sure the award is right-side up

proud she was of his late.st achievement. All the while she

the recipient.
Craig Harrison, DTM, says to think about creating a

and hold it so that it is visible. Hold the handshake for a

held the plaque as though it was the most valuable item

few seconds-

in the room.

Tiiere is a lot to remember when making a presenta

When she finished her remarks, Azra called our new

tion. Don't forget the most important thing: sincerity.

DTM to the lectern and passed the plaque to him while

Don't get so caught up in your words and actions that
you forget why you are up there in the first place. Keep
your focus on honoring the recipient with a sincere award

the look on his face that this was recognition that our
new Distinguished Toastma.ster would never forget. □

presentation.
Recently, at the Surf City Advanced club in Santa Cruz,
California, I was able to see an example of a truly profes
sional award presentation. Our Toastmasier at this meeting
was Azra Simonetti. ATM. She told the group that we had
a new DTM in our midst. She proudly showed us the

continuing to display it to the group. You could tell from

Cindy Ventrice, a consultant and .speaker on the topic of
employee morale, is a member of Surf City Advanced
Club 5127 in Santa Cruz, California, She is the autlior of

Make Their Day! Employee Recognition That Works. To
learn more, visit www.inaketheirday.com

and IDciiyhof Presenting Awards
IIIII I ml a MiwiMiii nil—WMmirwii WMinw«i|iii'"in'iriiiirf iri "'

By Cindy Ventrice

" Don't bring the person to the lectern before you give the introduction. In can be awkward to stand in front of a
group while someone talks about you, particularly if they talk at any length. Describe the award, tell about the recipient's
accomplishments that made him or her deserve the award, then announce the winner and invite the person to the stage.
- Don't hand over an unsigned certificate or one with the name left blank. The purpose of an award is to demon
strate the person's value.The message an incomplete certificate sends is "You don't really matter" Send the right
message. If you don't know how to spell the name, ask. If you have poor handwriting, find someone else to complete
the certificate.

• Don't stand so that the audience can't see you, the recipient or the award. You wouldn't give a speech with your
back to your audience or with your props behind your back. Guide the recipient to stand where you can both be seen
and the award can be showcased. If there is a camera on hand, be sure to pause at the handshake for that all-important
photo opportunity.

■ Do make sure you can pronounce the person's name. A person's name is a most valued possession.Treat it as such,
If the name is difficult for you, write it out phonetically and then practice, practice, practice!
■ Do give the audience some background on the recipient. A little research will make the presentation more mean
ingful, both to the recipient and the audience. Learn something about the person receiving the award. Share that
information in your introduction. Help us get to know the recipient a little betted
- Do hold the award as though it were of high value. Body language is an important part of the presentation. How
you hold the award and how you greet the recipient at the lectern convey as much information as what you say.

Make eye contact, smile warmly and hand the person the award as though it were a treasure.Treat both the award
and the recipient with respect.
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IDEA C dm N E R
Table Topics threatens our
composure more acutely than

any other Toastmasters activity.

Oh,Those Topics!
I Table Topics helps us sharpen our
skills at organizing and delivering a
short talk without preparation.
Developing these skills takes practice.
The technique I'll suggest here is only
one among many, but it works
wonders for me.

It works like magic, even
when - as is the usual case

- the subject you begin
with is not directly related
to the topic. Another bonus
is that your audience does
not at first connect the

It probably comes as no surprise

opening with the topic,

tiiat Table Topics threatens our com
posure more acutely than any other
Toastma.sters activity. I remember
stammering my way through many of

of curiosity and interest.

almost guaranteeing a higher level
Let me give you a personal

a little practice to recognize u.sable
ones. But given a little encouragement,

this technique will work for you. And

iastance. Not long ago I was given
the topic; "My Favorite School
Teacher." 1 began my talk with a chal

in the wider world, your "off-the-cuff
respon.ses will unprove dramatically.

"I-I-I..." and sit down, red-faced. Many

lenging que.stion; "Gue-ss what 1 did
today?" I then went on to tell about

will open your talk with before the

struggle along, going nowhere, but
delighting the Ait Counter and Gram

how I had gone out jogging that day

these impromptu speech assignments.
I have seen others so .shaken by the
prospect they could only mutter

even tliough the temperature, with

Here's a trick: Plan what you
Topicsmaster calls on you. You might
even think of several possible open
ings. That way. when it's your turn,

marian with innumerable "and-ahs"'

the wind chili factor, was lx;low 10

and various grammatical faux pas.

degrees. My opening got my audi

you can choose an opening that
seems most likely to hold strong

ence's attention, both because of the

associations to the topic.

challenging question and l^ecause

Those of us not gifted with total

aplomb make the situation wor.se by
trying to tackle difficult topics head

they were expecting something quiet

on. We feel pressured, so we start

different. 1 talked about how 1 had

that will help you learn how to com

enough, the cold temperature I was

One final point: Sometimes, Table
Topics que.stions are overly complex
and not easily understood, particularly
by someone experiencing stage fright.
Realize this and give yourself a break.
Have the Table Topicsmaster repeat
the topic while you Ifsten carefully
for the essential question, ignoring
everything ei.se. Repeat the e.ssential
question out loud to your audience

pose your thoughts .so that when the

talking about served to remind me of

spotlight is on you in real life, you'll

to help fix it in your mind. Then if

be ready. Here's what to do:

a dramatic demonstration my high
school physics teacher had per

prepared opening as indicated above.

Temporarily forget the topic. That's
right, forget it and start talking about

formed - a demon.siration to .show

talking, only to come up short a

bundled up against the cold, even

moment later by the realization that

.slipping on a ski mask.
When I began, 1 didn't know how
I would bring my talk back around

we don't know where we're going.
Mental block sets in. preventing the
associations needed to continue.

There is a better way: A technique

anything you are familiar with, some
thing so familiar that the words come

easily. Use that for an opening
(beginning, as always, with a crowd
teaser). Once your words are slipping
out, you will be more relaxed and
your mind can do what it does best;

form associations. Take advantage of
tho.se as.sociations to bring your talk
back around to the topic.

to the topic; 1 was simply counting
on as.sociations to help me out. Soon

you are still shaky, proceed with your
This technique - creating a.s.s{K'ia-

the effects of su{:>er cold temperatures.
This provided a ready-made transition
between my opening and the topic.
In the body of my speech. I went

a master. Of course, they don't have

on to talk about this excellent

to know what your secret is unless

teacher who made learning a plea
sure by bringing physical principles
to life through demonstration. My
talk won Be.si Table Topic.

you tell them. O

One caveat: Because these associa

tions are not always obvious, it takes

tions even under .stress - will amaze

and delight your audience, who will

feel they are truly in the presence of

Jack Cooley, ATM-S, is a member

of Clayton County Club 4865 in
Morrow, Georgia.
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re your talents as a speaker over-

speaker come true. We'll identify what works for you, the

/

ol oked

general public? Do you feel your

positive ^rgy, creativity and storehouse of
knowledge going untapped? Are even your most
sympathetic friends referring to you as a ''dia
mond in the rough"? Then it's time for a change!
A big change.
Let's lake a look at what you can do to transform your

presentation image for the better and improve your
chances of making your dreams of being a sought-after
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mistakes that may be working against you, and the steps
to take for a successful Toastmasters makeover!

What Do Others See When You Speak?
Are you still spoiling that same polyester suit from the
■80s? Did you leave the house in that stained shin again?

Stop those embarrassing moments now and forever! Don't
risk being punislied for your lack of style by being left out
of future speaking engagements.
If you aren't getting the positive reaction you expect
from others, it's possible that your physical image is miss

ing the mark. In this age of the "extreme makeover," now
is a good time for us to focus on developing the look of a

"What makes
a look 'work' for a

successful speaker. What makes a look "work" for a public
.speaker, and how do we adapt that image for ourselves?

public speaker, and
your closets and

how do we adapt

drawers. This
storage space

Appropriate Clothing for Speakers
ff you prefer to dress casually, don't assume you must give
up comfort in order to acciuire style. Speakers not only
need to look profe.ssional and polished; their clothes need
to provide them with freedom of movement and be easy
to maintain. Fortunately, many of today's manufacturers
incorporate these c}ualities into their clothing lines.
Confident speakers are often physically active during
their pre.sentations, but some of your business suits may
not have been purciiased with this in mind. When trying
on potential speaking outfits, practice some exuberant ges
tures in front of a mirror to make sure the clothes will

move with you in a natural way.

Wrinkle-resistant fabrics allow you to hop out of a cab
or plane and go directly to your speaking engagement.
Tiiey also pack well. Companies such as TravelSmitb
(www.traveIsinith.coiii, 800-950-1600) produce busine.ss

should hold

that image for
-

the items that allow you

ourselves?"

to look and feel your

J

very best in a variety of
situations.(Who knows

/
where you'll be - or what you'll be
wearing - the next time you run into
someone who could advance your career?)
Tty on eveiy outfit and look for negatives such as

poor fir, stains or a dated style. Be rigorous in separating
all clothing into Keep and Toss piles. Only keep
clothes that truly compliment you. (Don't forget to
examine and evaluate ercrv item of clothing, including
shoes, hosiery, neckwear.)

and casual clothing that is wrinkle-resistant and breathable

If you create an enormous Toss pile, it will feel like a
weight has been lifted from your shoulders and your
wardrobe. Don't be concerned if many items are "still
good" or retain their original store tags. You don't have to

- another asset when you want to look calm and cool

throw away these clothes - there are .several other

under a \ ariety of conditions!

options. The important thing is to get them out of your
clo.set. Removing these will create visibility and acce.ss to

Don't allow bright lights to reflect from your bracelets,
rings or eyeglasses when you are on stage. Any items you
expect to wear during a speech need to have a mane fin
ish. (Mo.st eyeglasses are now made with anti-refiective

lenses; are yours?) Avoid wearing anything that creates
noise or distracting movement, such as clinking bracelets
or dangling earrings.
Where to Start: What's Inside Your Closet?
Is your clo.set a pack-rat's paradise? Mo.st of us have closets

that are bursting with clothing options, but when clo.sets
and drawers are disorganized and tightly stuffed, every
thing acquires a rumpled and wrinkled look - definitely
not an asset when appearing in public! Torn or stained

items often find their way back into storage before they
are cleaned or repaired. It's time that you comb through
your clutter and reorganize your wardrobe.

The first priority in creating the perfect ".Speaker s
Closet" is to understand the purpose of this storage space:
to hold and protect the clothes you like, clothes that look
good on you and are appropriate for the activities of your

life. Kach item should be easy to .see and acce.ss. so getting
dres.sed for a speaking engagement (or any occasion) is a
simple, efficient and enjoyable experience.

Clean Out Your Closet: A Game of Keep or Toss
Although our primaiy concern for this article is your
"speaker's w^ardrobe," take time to examine everything in

your be.st wardrobe items.

Once you've restocked your drawers and hangers with
your most satisfying clothes, take a long moment to stand
back and admire the results of your hard work. You will
not only feel good about the individual items you see, but
you'll discover that you have almost everything you need
to make a perfect wardrobe; you just had to clear away
the excess so that you could get to ill Every time you
open the doors and drawers, you'll have all your be.st
options at hand.

Recognize and Cultivate a Style that Suits You
Whether you realize it or not, you already have a unique
.style and look that is all your own; it is defined by the
clothing you just put back into your closet. It compliments
your body, your personality and your lifestyle. It consists
of a combination of fabrics, patterns and accessories that
are most flattering to you, and that you enjoy wearing.
Even if you feel something is missing from your current
speaker's wardrolx^ you are well on your way. Take time
to notice what makes the.se "keeper" items .so special. What
is it that gives you a lift every time you wear them? What
do your friends say when they compliment a particular out
fit? Is it the color? The fabric? The style and fit? Spending
time with iliese \\ irmers can teach you a lot about ho\K' to
ftx'us your wardrobe in the future. Defining and refining
your unique look will give you confidence and make you
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memoral>le to your
audiences in a

positive way.
What to Do With

Clothing Rejects
Unworn clothes with

original tags may be
returned for cash or
store credit. Donations

;

to charitable organizatioas are ttxx deductible.

(Several of these orga
nizations specialize in
business clothes for

people who need
jobs, so this is a great
way to pass along
quality items that
mdon't effectively meet
your new standards.)
If you find yourself
reluctant to let go of
some clothes in your
Toss pile, label a box with the date and the general con
tents, and put this box in another clo.set. If a year goes
by without you needing anything in the box, it is safe to
assume you can dispose of these items during a future

1 Never "save" a new outfit for an Important presentation.
New clothing should have a "test run " .so you can find
out how it behaves during your full range of movement
(including sitting, getting in and out of cars) and whether
it remains comfonable. This is e.specially true of shoes.
Not only do new shoes carry the ri,sk of temporary pain
and blisters, but they often have synthetic soles that can
slip on pavement, carpeting or polished surfaces. Take all
new shoes directly to a repair .shop where rubber soles or
lifts can be atlded before you wear them in public.

2When buying a new suit or jacket, do not remove the
basting which holds the jacket pockets closed. Basted
pockets retain their crisp shape and prevent us from
unconsciously sliding hands inside during a speech. They

also help us avoid accidentally carrying keys, loose change
or a cell phone into the speaking area. The.se items create
unattractive bulges in clothing during a presentation, not
to mention their potential for making noise.

3Always confirm that you understand the dress code
where you will be appearing, while some occasions
(i.e., weddings) tend to be formal and others do not. there
are always exceptions. Clarify what you are expected to
wear for your presentation.

4If the event Is especially important or will be filmed,
find out as much as you can about the color(s) that will

cleanout.

define the speaking area, and what other key presenters

Buying New Clothes

will be wearing. Make sure your outfit does not clash with
your background or compare unflatteringly with that of
the other speakers.

You don't need a professional to help you start filling in
the gaps in your wardrobe. But you do need to develop
an ability to categorize your clothing into wardrobe cate
gories (groups of items that can be mixed and matched
for .specific activities or occasions). For in,stance, your
"speaker's wardrobe " would include two or three pol
ished, professional outfits that are compatible enough to
allow you to recombine or interchange individual items
with each other.

Once a complementan^ a.ssortment of speakers' clothing
is established, pieces can be added or replaced very easily.
"When considering a new addition to your wardrobe,
make sure that the piece matches or complements your
exi.sting garments. Interchangeability will en.sure that your

professional wardrobe remains .streamlined and functional.
As you restock your closets and drawers, you may find
actual gaps in your wardrobe. Make a li.st of whatever
you need in a specific color or style. Your future clothing
purchases should not be made on impulse, but should
augment or upgrade what you already own.
When Good Clothes Fail

Anyone who has rea.son to appear before an audience
on a regular basis will eventually experience a "wardrobe
malfunction." Here are some practical hints for avoiding
mishaps:
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5Remember to schedule your haircut or any other
cosmetic treatment In advance, not on the day of the
event. Select your outfit and all accessories the night
before: if a major clothing item has not been worn for
more than a month, try it on to be sure it still fits well.
Check again for any tears, .stains or loo.se buttons.

6Before leaving home,check your outfit under both
natural and indoor light to make sure your makeup,
suit, jewelry and shoes complement each other under
both types of illumination. A truly prepared speaker will
also bring along a .small emergency kit (i.e., a comb,
makeup, .safety pin. extra hose) and anive early enough
to do a final mirror check in the restroom before entering
the presentation area.
The last check w e perform is to make sure we are
wearing a beautiful, confident smile. Why shouldn't we?
We've experienced the Toasimasters Makeover and pulled
together the look of a truly succes.sful speaker! O
Sheila Spencer, DTM, is a Toastmaster and freelance

writer living in New York City. She can be reached at
bocki@attglobal.net.

The fastast way to laai;
a language. Guaranteed."r
Finally,a different approach that has millions of people talking. Using the

award-winning Dynamic Immersion" method,our interactive software teaches

without translation, memorization or grammar drills. Combining thousands
of real-life images and the voices of native speakers in a step-by-step immersion
process,our programs successfully replicate the experience of learning your
first language.Guaranteed to teach faster and easier than any other language

■-

product or your money back. No questions asked.

1

Spanish

French

German

Japanese

Thai

Arabic

Turkish

Polish

Swedish

Italian

Russian

Indonesian

Korean

Hebrew

Danish

Welsh

Pashto

Portuguese

Chinese

Vietnamese

Hindi

Greek

Swahili

Dutch

Latin

(Latin America or Spain)

English
(usorUK)

Award-winning software successfully used by
U.S.State Department diplomats, Fortune 500
executives and millions of people worldwide.
Step-by-step immersion instruction in all key language skills:
Listening - The Rosetta Stone uses native speakers
and everyday language to develop your understanding
of the spoken language naturally and easily.

Each fully interactive course includes:
• CD-ROM curriculum with 20 activities in each of 92 lessons

• Previews,comprehensive exercises and testing for each lesson
• Automated tutorials that 'learn" where you need extra help
• Curriculum Text and 45-page User's Guide
Ros

Save
10%

Reading - Text exercises develop your reading
skills by linking written language to real-life objects,
actions and ideas.

Speaking - Speech-recognition feature records,
diagrams and compares your voice to the native
speaker's, grading your pronunciation.

Writing - Dictation exercises evaluate your spelling,

Level 1 Program
fiegularly SlSSflO"

Level 2 Program
Regularly

syntax and punctuation.

Level 1 & 2

Regularly
FST VALUE!

M
"...your program is the absolute best, bar none.I am

Po4

Your Price

Your Wee

Your Price

$175.50

$202.50

$296.10

Personal Edition. Solutions for organizations also available.

shocked at how quickly I learn."
- Michael Murphy

Call today or buy online
for a 10% discount:

Texas, USA

RosettaStone.com/tos015
"Stupendous...the juxtaposition of text,sound and picture
was masterful.The quality of both sound and graphics

1-877-718-9316
Use promotional code tosOl 5 when ordering.

was first rate."

• The Boston Globe

RosettaStone
Language Learnin

Success
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Honoring Amazing Jane
In August, the Oconomowoc Toastmasters club held the "Amazing
Jane Parlington Appreciation

Night." The entire evening was
wwiC

focused on the more than 50 years of
dedicated service Jane Partington,
DTM, has given to the club.
Jane's late husband,Joe Partington,

1

was a charter meml'>er of the Oct)no-

mowoc club when it .started in 1950.

Jane says she and her husband nor
mally did everything together, but the
club was a "men-only" organization
in those days, so Jane offered to type
the monthly club newsletter as a way
of being involved.
Because the couple couldn't afford
a typewriter, Jane would load her
young children into the car and drive
to her parents' home to use their
typewriter, then have the kids help
stamp and address each bulletin. In
1973, Toastmasters International's

rules changed to allow women as
members. That same year the club
needed one more member, and Jane
was talked into joining. Because she
was so shy, Jane promised she would
join, but she would not participate in
any speaking activity. When the club
met in the Partington s modest home,
Jane recalls she would simply go into
the bedroom and sit until the meeting
was over. Then she would come out

and .serve eveiy'one her chocolate
chip cookies.
When Joe died in 1987, Jane con
tinued to host club meetings at her
home. By this time, .she had many
friends throughout Toastma.sters Inter
national, and they .served as a nur
turing support system for her as .she
stepped in to continue her husband s
legacy and love fcjr Toastmasters.
"Everything I've done has come out
of my heart for Toa.stmasters. It has
been my life." she says.
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Growing up one of the ".shyest
kids ever." Jane says she cannot
believe how .she has learned to

speak .so confidently in front of an

Joan Genske presents Jane ParMngton
with a trophy of appreciation for her more
than 50 years of service to ttie Oconomowoc
Toastmasters club in Wisconsin.

audience, which .she now does

naturally.
Known as the "enforcer" for her

dedication to following Riles, Jane
was tea.sed by one of her club
members who read a humorous

rendition of Jane's Riles at the
meeting in her honor. One of the
Riles was: "Death would be the

only acceptable excu.se for mis.sing
a meeting, and that would only be
upon receiving a two-week notice
so a .substitute can be found."

This year's club president,
Mark Haagensen, says of Jane:
"Jane has been an incredible

When I think of the number of

people whose lives have been
impacted because of Jane, it's
pretty remarkable."
But then, Jane is amazing. At the
age of 81. she continues to be the
backbone of the Oconomowoc club.

With meetings still held in her
basement "clubhouse," Jane handles

the marketing, the organizing, the
theme decorations, the membership
and the monthly new.sletter typed
on her own typewriter! And after
each meeting, she .still .serves those
wonderful chocolate chip cookies. Q

leader and the backbone of our
club. She has been a real ambas

Donna K. Christenson, ATM-S, is a

sador for Oconomowoc. as our

member of Oconomowoc Club 834
in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin.

club has received many awards.

BETWEEN ThiWLINES

The Book Review:

A Word A Day by Anu Garg with Stuti Garg
"from your parents you learn love and laughter and how to put one foot j
[ before the other. But when books are opened, you discover you have wings." ^
- HELEN HAYES

I Anu and Stuti Garg receive high

marks for their lxx)k. A Word A Day
(John Wiley & Sons, 2003). 1 love

1

ieduplicati\'es. such as herky-jerky.
animal words, .such as kanganx)

books on English usage, grammar and

court-, and words that describe people
characteri.stics, such as myopic and

pronunciation; they inspire me to

dexteiviis. One of the themes is

communic^ate Ixitter, to make my own

English as a global language. In this
.section, the Gaig's explain how
English is developing into a link lan
guage tliat ties together the world's

language more colorful. The contents

of the Garg's etymological research are
a treasure chest of platinum, gold and
silver word usages selected for their

Years later, he realized she actually
meant "hopeless."
Interesting words you'll find
included are oniomania, an uncon

trolled desire to buy things; garhology,
the study of culture by examining
what it discards; bad-hair day, no
explanation required; and boondoggle,
wasteful activities, especially those
funded by the government.
There jire words in the book that

we should u.se more because they
are colorful and enhance meaning.

abilit)' to communi

There are words like

practicality and entertainment value. If

cate witli understand

etymology is a new word to you, don't
be intimidated; it is simply the study of

ing. The authors'
view validates the

a word's basic elements to learn its

washy. They are all

opinion of other

origins, meaning and evolution to the
current usage. It's comparable to being

an illustration of

wordsmitlis who see

a word detective.

3

a f/ay

heebie-jeebies, shilly-

shally and wishy-

Uw-

words termed as

English and its varia

reduplicative.

tions being increas
ingly used around

comprehensive index

The book has a

Becau.se of the structure inherent
in tlie Toa.stmasters International edu

the world, especially

cational program, words are the

for those inclined to

as a language of

a .scholarly peru.sal.

building blocks by which we experi
ence growth. To get the be.st from our

commerce.

An interesting

learning exercises, it's imponant to

touch in A Word A

.seek out good reference sources for

Day is the con

home libraries. A Word A Day is one

tributed commentary
provided by word

Overall, A Word A

Day provides a
glimp.se of the rich
ness of language and
can be the start of

of those books you want to read and
tlien keep on your bookshelf for

lovers and curious

future reference.
The book's .structure revolves

have sent their observations from

around 53 chapters, each with a

India, Columbia, Germany. Australia,

theme. There is an abundance of

America, the United Kingdom and

relevant quotations and comments

many other countries. One of the

from bibliophiles who have written to

back format, has 202 pages and is

most interesting series of letters came

the Garg's Web .site, Wordsmith.org.
By the way, bibliophiles are book

from people commenting on HobsonJohson, a noun that means adaptation

available from Internet book.selIers
for le.ss than $15. □

lovers, their opposite are bibliophobics, lx)ok haters. I hope you are a
bibliophile, like me, who enjoys

of a foreign word or phra.se to fit the
.sound and spelling patterns of the
borrowing language. A writer from

Urry Welch, DTM, is a member of
Toa.stma.siers clubs in Wiisliington, D.C.

learning words like these from
A Word a Day.

India de.scrihes an experience he had

Vhginia, A Father's Stoty and publishes

with Hobson-Ioi>son when his grand
mother persisted in referring to

the run...in Singapore. He can be

naughty grandchildren as "O plus."

readied at lnwelch®aoLcom.

vSome of the tliemes used to illus

trate woid usages are: short words;

people from all over the world. They

anyone's growth into
a higher level of
competency in English usage.

If you are a bibliophile, I don't

think you'll want to be wishy-washy
about A Word A Day. It is in a paper

and Singapore. He is author of Mary
online motivational newsletter. On
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The following listings are arranged in numer
ical order by district and club number.

DTM

60 YEAR

60 YEAR

Alpha 289-14, Decaiur, Georgia

Brandon 293-64, Brandon, MB, Canada

55 YEAR

55 YEAR

Alliance 767-10, Alliance, Ohio

Midland 776-6, Ro-sevtlie, Minnesota

Allis-Chalmers 189-35, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

I Congratulations to these Toastmaslers

50 YEAR

wiio liave received the DistingLiished

Oak Park 614-.30, Oak Park, Illinois

Toa.stmasier certificate, Toastniasters

International's highest recognition.

Valencia 1670-52, Valencia. California

Brass City 1628-53, WateiBury, Cxmiwcticul
Tokyo 1674-76, Tokyo,Japan
Hong Kong 1364-80, Hong Kong

Louie S. J<).seph 602-F. Orange, Calitbmia
Virginia Sue Richter 9961-3, Tenipe, Arizona

45 YEAR

Dan R. Hccko 624-5, San Diego, California

RichTield Legion 232-6, RichField, Minne-soia

Duane J. Rivard 447-6, Roseville, Minnesota
James C. i-iebkc 5917-6, Rochester. Minnesota

Carrie Cragg.s 8665-7, Portland. Oregon
Vicky L. Muscrez, ^492-8, Columbia, Mts,souri
Ralph K, Read 12-12, Cinremont, California
Andre P. O'Brien 1501-14, Atlanta. Georgia
Roger S. Alexander 8971-14, Marietta, Georgia
Elizabeth A. Rardin 4281-16, Hnrken Arrow. Oklahoma

Charles R, Stapler •t248-23. El Paso, Texas

Alex C, Wong 989-25, llcdford, Texas

ADA 2970-15, Bouse. Idaho
Penticton 2392-21, Penticton, BC. Canada

50 YEAR
Tempe 1715-3, Tempe, Arizona
Metropolitan 1696-6, St. Paul, Minnesota
Totem Pole 610-7, Vancouver. Washington
Capital City 1684-43, Jackson, Mississippi
Port Credit 1474-60, Mi.ssissaugii, ON, Canada
Coffee County 1719-63, Tullhoma, Tennes.see
Hettinger 1705-78, Hettinger, North Dakota

PENTAF 2014-27, Arlington, Vitginia

45 YEAR

Woodland 3051-33, Santa Barbara, California

Castle 3056-36, Washington, D.C,

40 YEAR

Scarborough .3090-60, Scarborough, ON. Canada
Limestone City 3045-61, Kingston, ON, Canada

Raconteurs 3075-39, Sacramento, California

Morning Tour 2505-26. Casper, Wycming
Pacific Voices .38-1M9, Honolulu, Hawaii

Eblana 310.3-71, Dublin, Ireland

Aigoa 2457-74, Port Elizabeth. South Africa

35 YEAR

Mamcia Brooks 4225-25. Irving, Texas

Kenneth O. Ol.scm 5618-26, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Vincent R. Caldwell 8211-27. Alexandria, Virginia
Anthony E. Slawinksi 47-l(L2H, Parmmgron UilLs, Michigan
TochI Omeniikor 655()-28, Livonia, Michigiin
George Manoogian 3926-31, Norwood, Ma.s.sachusetts
John Davisson 1077-37, Catty, North Carolina
David H. Hight 2005-40, South Charleston, West Virginia
Joel M. Verlin 968-i7. Tampa, Ploiida

Westgate 3159-28, Toledo, Ohio
Enterprisers Forum 2344-42, Edmonton, AB, Canada

40 YEAR

30 YEAR

Lafayette 2678-68. Lafayette, Louisiana
Christcliurch 1866-72, ChrLstchurch, New ZeaJarKl

Thriveni 1767-6, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Richardson Noon 2146-50, Richardson, Texas

Rich-Del 3767-2), Richmond, BC, Canada

Drunimoyne 2054-70, Fivedock, NSW, Australia
Bedlordview 1413-74, Bedfordview, South Africa

35 YEAR

Dilette K Miller-Brown 359f)-47, Na.s.sau. Bahamas

25 YEAR

Diana D. llauman 1711-54, Bkwmington, Illinois
Steve C. Schroeder 9374-54, Bloomington, lllintsis

Top O Morning 2061-19, Iowa
Yawn Patrol 3306-62, Laasing, Michigan

Eye Opener.s 4106-6, Richfield, MInne.sota
Arlington 1467-7, Portland, Oregon

Ku Ring Gai 1091-70, Sydney, NSW, Australia

William C. Pickle 4019-58, Florence, South (i^mlina

Desert Empire 279,3-12, Palm De.sert, California

Lynn M, Teatro 2398-60, Gshawa, ON, Canada

Smcdiey Hometown Memorial 4115-8, Waverly, IllinoLs
New Dawn 4101-16, Lexington, Oklahoma
Advancing Speakers 4109-25, Irving, Texas
3500 Foot 1319-42, Calgary, AB, Qnada
Southern Lights .3684-42, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Suzanne M. Barnes 3541-60, Bowmanvillc, ON,(jnada

John R. Vandeweerd .3935-60, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Elizabeth Ann Legacey 5299-60, Lindsay, ON,(iinada
Rick Farley 9911-60, Peterborough, ON, Canada
Barhtra F. Bethany 2983-63, Kingsport. Tennes,see
Michael W. Austin 3004-63, Kingspon. Tennes,see
Donna P. Sillery 5416-64. Drydcn, ON, Caiuda
Richard S. Shore 8502-70, I.ivcrprxtl, NSW, Austrilia

3D YEAR
West County 2905-8, Ballwin, MLs.souri
Kerr-Mc Gee Noon Exprs 907-16, Oklahoma Qty,
Oklahoma

Sacramenit.) Solas 1031-39, Sacramento, California

Novartus-Ea.st Hanover 2371-46, East Hanover, New Jersey

Jubilee 4104-42, Edmonton, AB, Cuinada
Eagles 4108-50, I>allas. Texa.s
Rising Stars 4110-50. Dallas, Tcxa.s

Blarney .3579-71, Co. Cork. Ireland

Capitol Speakers 2080-57, Benicia, California

25 YEAR

Alistiiir Hugh Munro 6i80-72, Greenlane, New Zealand

Club Moderateur/Moderaior 3200-61

Frederick Geoige Hill 1269-73, Dandenong, VIC, Australia
Marit D. Davis 4500-74, Johannesliurg, South Alrica

Honeywell Astros 1227-6, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Thriftbuilders 1414-6, Minneapolis, Minne.sota

20 YEAR

Hattle W. Smith 1987-77, Birmingham, Alabanvi

Talkmasters 716-F, Anaheim, California

.lohnnie M. Clark 355.3-77, Hatiiesbui^, .ViKsLssippi

Anniversaries
DECEMBER 2004
70 YEAR
Saguaro 16-3, Tucson, Arizona

Newners 259,3-12, San Bernardino, California

Gold Medal 262-6. Minneapolis, Minne.sota
Metro Speak Easy 1392-6. Minneapolis, Minnesota
Speakeasy 2896-14, Columbus, Georgia
Chesapeake 837-18, Crofton, Maryland
l/>veiand Sweet Talkers 3975-26, Uiveland, Colorado
Tia-st Of The Gokl Coa.si 4267-47, Fort Lauderdale, Fkxkla

Rocketdyne 2i7-»-52, Canoga Park, Cjlifornia
Waterloo Bay 3796-69, Brisbane, QLD, Australia
Achievers 5697-69, Spring Hill, QLD, Australia
Brownbagger.s 152-77, Gamier, Mis.si.s.sippi

Town Criers 2577-32, Federal Way. Washington
Selea 16.38-38, Media, Pennsylvania
Taiping 552-51, Taiping, Malaysia

20 YEAR
Redwood City Orators 5707-4, Redwood City, California
Speakeis Unlimited 4238-7, Redmond, Oregon
Communkais 4816-31, Milford, Mas-sachusetts

Femenil Fiesta American 569')-,34, Guadalajara, Mexico
Piano 'lalkers 4015-50, Piano, Texas

Caltrans 2900-52, Los Angeles, California
Lake Austin Metropolitan 339.3-55. Austin, Texas

Donald L Bogie 27-4. Redwood City. Cilifornia

JANUARY 2005

65 YEAR
On the Kecofcl 145-7, Eugene, Oregon

Noon 5708-57, Santa Rrxsa, California

Talking Heads 1530-56, Hou.ston, Texas

Charlc,slx)urg 2501-61, Quelxic, QC, Canada

Akron 151-10, .Akron. Ohio

65 YEAR

Concordia 5702-60, Waterloo, ON, Canada

Piiishurgh 114-13. Bridgeville, Pennsylvania

Pendleton 154-9, Pendleton, Oregon

Tic Talk 5711-63, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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"How to Make At least $100,000 per year
as a Professional Speaker... Part-Time
Do you have the talent to go from Toastmaster to Professional Speaker?
The Bill Gove Speech Workshop is offering a limited number of Toastmasters
the opportunity to train to become a fee-paid professional speaker. Qualified
Toastmasters will learn the platform and business skills necessary to build a
six-figure speaking career.
A Sample of What You Will Learn;

• How to select a topic organizations will Invest in.
• How to market and sell yourself to major corporations.

• How to set your speaking fees based on your speaking skills and value proposition.
• How to market to speakers bureaus.

• The high-profit mix of speeches, seminars and consulting.
• How to create CD and DVD albums that make money while you sleep.
• What markets to target first ... and exactly how to reach and sell them.
• How to run a successful speakers office from A to Z.
• How to write and catalog speeches like a professional speaker.
• How to use personal stories that connect.
• The theatrical techniques used by the highest paid speakers in the world.

Since 1947 Our Graduates Have inspired Miiiious Of Peopie
To Standing Ovations Around The Worid... in Venues
Like ISarnegie Haii And Madison Square Garden
The Bill Gove Speech Workshop
The training ground of the world's most
successful professional speakers since 1947.

• February 4-6, 2005 Las Vegas, NV
• March 25-27, 2005 Sydney, Australia
• April 15-17, 2005 Atlanta, GA

• May 6-8, 2005 London, England

Find out if you're ready to go from
FREE to FEE . . . Take our

10-question assessment at
www.feepaidprofessionalspeaker.corT
Or call us at 561.733.9078

first Aid
your volc#d
Qhipt your we«*
Md«oirlului»

Membership Growth Materials

Uj

H

All Toastmasters clubs need new members. Even though your club

<

may currently enjoy a healthy membership roster, a few months

s

from now that could change as members move,change employment,
or reach their speaking and leadership objectives. Toastmasters
International has created a variety of materials to help:

H

o

%.

QTY

H

Brochures & Fliers
101

o

of Leadership

20 free*

99

Find Your Voice

20 free*

103

Clear Communication.

Your Organization Needs It ..50 cents
1>- 5

.124
114

Manuals and Kits

QFY

Confidence, The Voice

All About Toastmasters

1158

How to Rebuild a
Toastmasters Club manual ... $1.00

1159
1160

Membership Growth manual $2.25
Membership Building Kit ... $5.00

1162

New Member Orientation
Kit for Clubs

1140

Let the World Know -

1150

Public Relations &

25 cents

Toastmasters; Because Public

Speaking Skills Aren't Debatable
O'kgofSOflicrM
115

r,

116

%

5iw-

r-

367

fri.

Toastmasters Can Help
$2.50

How Confident Are You?
(Pkgof so fllersl

$2.50

108

■ ^^Thc Successful

3 free*

Support Materials
Guest Book

$8.95

348
•

9

m

400
405

Mentoring

401A

Modules & Training Programs
290

The Moments of Truth
(club self-analysis)

291

Finding New Members for

1 free*

293
294

Closing the Sale (short seminar) .. $4.50
Creating the Best Club

296

Climate (short seminar)
Mentoring (create a mentoring

$4.50

$1.00

program in your club)

$17.95

Membership Applications
New Member Profile Sheet

Membership Cards (set of 50)... $1.00

*Your club can order the specified number of topie.': free of charge
every six months when placing an order. Additional copies are

$12.95

Your Club ishort seminar)

$5.25

(set of 10)

■ '* j' J

QTY

Invitation to Membership
(pad of 20)

3 free*

A Simple Membership

Building Contest
3 free*
_ 1622 Membership Building 101 ... 3 free*

$3.50

(set of 25)

•

1621

Guest Invitation Cards
(set of 251

Annual Membership

Programs Flier

From Prospect to

QTY
231

m

1620

$4.00

___ 84

$18.00

Membership Contests/Programs

QIT

Toastmasters. It's More Than

Guest to Member

$2.50

Advertising Kit

Just Talk

(Five full color posters)

• ^lub Series

Public Relations manual

$2.50

(Pkg of 50 fliers)

$5.50

$4.50

4007V Everybody's Talking about
Toastmasters (promotion video) .. $5.95

available for an additional charge.

See your club's copy of the Toastmasters International Supply Catalog for complete details about each item.
Merchandise Total.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

j Enclosed is my check in the amount of S

Shipping.
jLi.S. UMA)

□ Please charge my MasterCard / VISA / AMEX / Discover (CjRCLtoNh
Card No.
txp. Date

Signature

Club No.

Member No. .

Name

r-m.iil \ddrc5S

7,75% sales tax
TOTAl.

Mail to; Toastmasters International
P.O. Box 9052,

Mission Viejo, CA 92690 USA

Address

City
Country

CA residents add.

.State/Province.
. Zip.

Phone

(949) 858-8255 • FAX (949) 858-1207
www,ti)astmasters.org

NOTE: When placing your order,
please submit the entire |Mgel

Standard Domestic Shipping Prices ■ 2005
Shipping
Charges

ToTAi Order

$0,00

to

$2,50

Si.80

Shipping
Charges

Total order
35.01

lo

2,51

to

5.00

3.45

50.01

to 100.00

9.15

5.01

to

10.00

4,15

100.01

to 150.00

50.00

12.15

10-01
20,01

to
to

20,00
35,00

4.90
6.90

150.01

to 200,00

15.15

200.01

to

—

$7.90

Add 10%

ol lolal price
For orOers

outside the United States, see the currem Supply

Catalog lor item weight and shlr^ng charts to calculate the exact
postage. Or, estimate airmail at 35% o' order total, though actual targes
may vary significantly. Excess charges will be txlled. All prices subject to
change without nouce.

